
Greenwood, Carol

From: Gibson, Kathy - IF
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 11:27 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia
Subject: Re: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem

case
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Yes recheck, but I'm fairly certain I pulled the thread on this before. Someone should have a historical file of SECYs and
SRMs.

From: Santiago, Patricia
To: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tue Feb 08 19:23:24 2011
Subject: RE: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem case

OK so do we even bother to mention? I asked for the historical background and the indication was that it was
in an SRM .... should I recheck. Thanks!

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 7:20 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia
Subject: RE: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem case

Actually we weren't told to do it. We told the Commission in info paper what we planned to report and
they didn't object. We changed these before and Chairman said it was within our purview to change
this. It is not worth muddying the waters with something so trivial. Let's focus on schedule and
getting ISLOCA done.

Kathy Halvey GibsonDeputy Director
Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy, Gibson @nrcgov
?31) Z51-7499 Work
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From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 7:15 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Cc: Ghosh, Tina; Chang, Richard
Subject: RE: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem case

I don't think the team thinks it is a big deal however the SRM and SG told us to include the 4 models. Based
on the results, LNT and 10mrem are similar so rather than a full discussion we will have a very limited
discussion of the 4 mrem.

Can I just change the language in the note to state staff notes it will only include a limited discussion on the 10
mrem and the full LNT model since results were similar.
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As you note it isn't a big thing but we were asked to do it.
Thanks

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 7:12 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Scott, Michael
Cc: Ghosh, Tina; Chang, Richard
Subject: RE: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem case

I don't believe we need to go to the Commission to do this. We can mention it at the TA brief,
however. We can also add it to the email from J to the SG if you want. I just don't see it as a big
deal. Tell me why the team does?

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Deputy Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy.Gibson@nrc.gov [1&1) 2.51-7499 '8or ..4
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From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Cc: Ghosh, Tina; Chang, Richard
Subject: RE: ACTION: Draft memo to SOARCA steering committee/DEDO on removal of 10 mrem case

Kathy

The SOARCA team would like to propose the recommendation below to the SOARCA SG and proposes to
note it at the upcoming OCM TA brief if you and Jennifer agree. We are available to meet with you on the note
if you prefer or you can forward it to Jennifer for her consideration.

Thanks
Pat

To: SOARCA Steering Committee/DEDO

From: Jennifer Uhle

Subject: Planned discussion with Commission TAs on removal of 10 mrem case from SOARCA report

Issue

The draft SOARCA NUREGs currently report consequences as individual risk to people living at three different
distances from the plant, and using four different dose response models: [1] linear no-threshold (LNT), [2]
linear with 10 mrem/yr threshold (truncation at 10 mrem/yr), [3] 620 mrem/year threshold representative of
background radiation, and [4] 5 rem/yr threshold with 10 rem/yr lifetime cap, representative of the Health
Physic Society (HPS) position.
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SOARCA staff propose a limited discussion on the 10 mrem threshold case in the reports, and plan to discuss
this during a Commission TA brief next week (to be scheduled sometime 2/16-2/18). The OCM TA brief will
also discuss the proposed schedule extension and provide available RIC slide presentations.

Background

At the start of the SOARCA project, in SECY-05-0233 it was envisioned that latent cancer fatality (LCF)
prediction would use a range of truncation dose models from LNT up to 5 rem/yr. Further, it was envisioned
that results would be portrayed as absolute values of latent cancer fatalities. At one point it was considered
that perhaps a consensus "best estimate" view could be reached on truncating dose effects based on annual
dose. It was also conceived that ideally the development of a single "best-estimate" value for dose truncation
would facilitate risk communication rather than presenting a range of results. In that regard, a review of the
literature was undertaken and input from senior health physicists (HPs) was solicited as to what dose model
could be considered more realistic such that aggregation of small doses to large numbers of people would not
distort the results. ( Historically, LCF predictions had been performed conservatively out to very large distances
(500-1000 miles) potentially exposing very large numbers of people to very small doses.) That effort to
develop a realistic approach resulted in the development of SECY-08-0029. Staff was not able to agree on a
single dose truncation level beyond 10 mrem but a number of senior HPs did agree that a range of dose
truncation levels up to 5 rem/yr (HPS positon) was acceptable. Independent of the review by senior HPs, the
SOARCA Steering Committee suggested abandoning the use of absolute LCFs in favor of individual risk
(consistent with Safety Goal criteria) and further recommended truncation at shorter distances. The senior
HPs while not in agreement with higher truncation doses as a single best estimate had no objection to
truncation based on distance. Finally, the ACRS also considered this general topic and recommended a range
of values up to and including 5rem/yr.

In SRM-SECY-08-0029, the Commission approved the SOARCA staff's recommended option for assessing
and reporting offsite health consequences, which was to include both [1 ] LNT and (2] 100 IpSv (10 mrem)
threshold dose response models and to report the results as individual likelihood of a fatality over distances out
to 100 miles (staff subsequently decided to use distances out to 50 miles in response to peer review
comments, as discussed in the March 2010 Commission TA brief). The 10 mrem threshold case was included
to address the statement from scientific organizations (such as the U.S. National Academies and the
International Commission on Radiological Protection in particular) that aggregation of small or trivial doses
(using the LNT model) should not be used for risk projection.

Subsequently, the staff informed the Commission TAs that two additional cases would be added: [3]
background threshold (620 mrem/yr) and [4] HPS position (5 rem/yr threshold and 10 rem lifetime cap). The
SOARCA consequence calculations have been run for all four of these cases, and the 10 mrem and LNT
results are essentially the same. Keeping the 10 mrem case dilutes the reporting of SOARCA results and adds
limited value.

The staff proposes to include only a short discussion explaining that the 10 mrem case was calculated for all
scenarios and the results were essentially the same as the LNT case. The staff does not intend to include all
calculations or a full discussion for the 10 mrem model.
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